I. INTRODUCTION
the phase noise performance. The developed platform is Fractional-N frequency synthesizers employ digital A-Z used for the characterization of some of the above-mentioned modulators to modulate the main feedback divider to phenomena for the effective design of a 5 GHz frequency emulate a fractional divider enabling a high sampling synthesizer. Details of the platform model implementation frequency to be used. A high-sampling frequency aids the are discussed in the following section.
improvement of phase-noise performance within the PLL loop bandwidth close to carrier [1] . The Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the a frequency which in fact is a voltage value in this proposed expected periodicity is occurring in the synthesizer feedback model. To obtain a phase value at the output of the VCO, it signal that results in a large spurious signal as will be shown is mandatory to use an integrator as shown in Fig. 1 .
in the next section. This periodicity disappears when 8-LSB
T,--k 80, 2D~Hz ,~Q~-~9Gz)dithering is applied to the A-Z modulator as shown in Fig. 4 .
The 8-Bit LSB dithering causes enough excitation _+,8980K~~~~~~~~~~~randomizing the spurious energy. This also will be seen in the frequency domain results in the following section. Figure 6 shows the phase noise profile for the frequency This section discusses the phase noise power spectral synthesizer employing a 1-LSB dithering applied to the densities (PSD) of the synthesizer in different settings. The digital A-E modulator. Two cases are superimposed. The performance in the frequency domain (i.e. phase noise) can first case is when no dithering is employed which shows the be easily obtained by performing power-spectral density presence of spurious fractional contents whereas the top part transform on the time-domain phase-domain model results of is the case where dithering is applied. In this case, the the synthesizer in locked condition. Several phenomena can spurious energy is spread across the spectrum and hence the be studied using this platform; however, studies have been lifting of the phase noise as illustrated in Fig 6. The 10MHz limited to three effects in this paper. These are: dead-zone spurious signal has disappeared, however another loweffect, A-E dithering effect, and close-to-integer division amplitude spurious signal 20MHz came to existence. effect.
Further dithering could be applied if total spurious -l5M;t "CfzNl2 cancellation is required. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 A-E dithering is shown in Fig 5. A presence of a fractional o spurious signal can be observed at 1pOaseHz for this case profilefoterqn which employs an irrational fractional divisor part (0.5). rqftyfel/ The low-frequency effect below25 kHz is adeficiency inthe When close-to-integer feedback divider is used, the The dead-zone effect is obtained due to the non-linear spurious signals are harder to noise shape as can be seen in effect of the PFD/charge pump in the synthesizer as shown Fig. 8 where no dithering has been applied. Fig. 9 shows the in Fig.10 . This manifests itself in the phase noise synthesizer phase noise with 10-LSB dithering applied to the deterioration as shown in Fig. 10 . A 10 dB worse in phase A-E modulator and a close-to-integer division ratio used.
noise is yielded when dead-zone exists as compared to the There is a total cancellation of the spurious content, however case when 10-LSB dithering applied to the A-E modulator at the expense of deterioration in the phase noise level as shown in Fig. 9 and superimposed on Fig. 11 . illustrated in Fig.9 superimposing the case where 
